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Fabiola Cabeza de Baca was the first Hispanic home extension agent in New 
Mexico, where she worked for the agricultural extension service from 1929 to 1959.  This 
thesis, in the form of a Spanish and English bilingual picture book, describes the work 
that Fabiola did as a home extension agent in New Mexico.  This picture book, designed 
for students in fourth through sixth grade, focuses on the historical theme of the tension 
between cultural tradition and scientific and technological advancement and is intended to 
serve as an instructional resource for upper-elementary school teachers.   
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Change and Tradition: The Story of Fabiola Cabeza de Baca  
 
Fabiola Cabeza de Baca was born in 1894 in Las Vegas, New Mexico (Fabiola 
Cabeza de Baca Gilbert Papers, 2000).  During her life, she worked as a teacher and a 
home extension agent.  She set up 18 nutritional training centers in New Mexico and a 
home economics program for Tarascan Indians in Michoacan, Mexico (Rudnick, 2012, p. 
75).  She also published several books (two cookbooks and a book about her family 
history), trained Peace Corps volunteers, wrote a weekly food column for El Nuevo 
Mexicano in Santa Fe, held a bilingual weekly radio program about homemaking on 
KVSF, and was a member of both League for United Latin American Citizens and the La 
Sociedad Folklorica de Santa Fe (Rudnick, 2012 and Scharff, 2003, 115-138).  She 
received both the US Department of Agriculture’s Superior Service Award and the 
National Home Demonstration Agents Association’s Distinguished Award for 
Meritorious Service for her work as a home extension agent (Rudnick, 2012, p. 75).  In 
this project, I focus on Fabiola’s career as a home extension agent: her achievements and 
her attitude toward her job and her clients.  One of the notable things about Fabiola is the 
way she combined traditional practices and new scientific methods.  Fabiola spoke 
Spanish and she learned Tewa and Towa as well to make it easier for her to communicate 
with the people she visited (Rudnick, 2012, p. 73).  As a home extension agent, she taught 
women new ways of gardening and raising poultry, how to can fruits and vegetables, how 
to use sewing machines, and how to make home repairs (Scharff, 2003, p. 128).  Fabiola 
also demonstrated how these new ways could be used to continue and even improve on 
traditions.  Although Fabiola died in 1991, she had a lasting influence on the history of 
New Mexico and United States.   
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When it came to choosing a thesis project, I originally had no idea what to do.  I 
knew that I wanted to do something other than the traditional research paper, but I still 
wanted to do something that involved writing.  I also wanted to do something that 
connected to my major, something that would help me become a better teacher or 
something which I could use in the classroom in some way.  I remembered a project I had 
done the previous year for my Foundations of Education class, where I had made a 
picture book about William Lee, a man who played an important role in the American 
Revolution and early United States, but who was left out of our history texts because he 
was a slave.  I realized that this was what I wanted to do: to research someone who had 
played an important role in United States history but who had been left out of the 
elementary textbooks and children’s books, and to make a picture book about them so 
that more children could learn about their accomplishments.  I originally conceived the 
book as being for a second-grade audience, partly because I want to teach the lower 
elementary grades—kindergarten through second grade—and partly because I thought 
that picture books were only for young children.  However, once I began doing research 
and writing the text, and comparing it to existing second grade biographies, I realized that 
there was no way I could write at a second grade reading level and convey all the 
information I felt it was important to convey or explore the themes I wanted to explore in 
depth.  However, I did not want to abandon the idea of making a picture book; I liked the 
idea of conveying information through both words and pictures, and I had already found 
some wonderful photographs to use as reference.  During the same time that I started 
working on my thesis project, I was also taking a class on Children’s Literature.  In this 
class, I learned that the picture book was a format with a wider audience than I had 
realized: going all the way from babies to adults, and that picture books for older children 
have become more common in the past few years (Tunnell, Jacobs, Young, & Bryan, 
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2016).  I decided to change my intended audience from lower to upper elementary (fourth 
to sixth grade) students, while keeping the picture book format, allowing me to use longer 
sentences, more advanced vocabulary, and more sentences on a page.  I knew that I 
wanted to write about a woman from a minority group (to combat the trend to focus on 
white males in United States history), and I preferred it to be someone Hispanic, so that I 
could write the picture book in both English Spanish. I also wanted it to be someone 
about whom there were currently no children’s books, since the whole point was to 
introduce children to a historical figure they had not previously heard of and to provide 
and extra resource for teachers.  I was actually pleasantly surprised, once I started to look 
into it, to see how many children’s books about important African-American and 
Hispanic women there were; many of these books, I noticed, had come out in the past few 
years, and I certainly approve of this recent trend in children’s literature.  However even 
with the recent proliferation in books about female minority figures, there were still 
plenty of people left for me to write about.  A couple of the Hispanic women I originally 
considered were still alive, and I felt that it would be rude to write about someone who 
was still living without getting their permission or making sure that they approved of 
what I wrote, so I decided to focus only on women who were already dead.  Some of the 
other women were famous writers, poets, or playwrights, but I felt elementary school 
students would be more interested in a person who had led and interesting life and was 
famous for something they had done or something they had invented, rather than for 
something they had written.  I eventually settled on Fabiola because she had done so 
many interesting things over the course of her life: working as a schoolteacher and then as 
a home extension agent, writing three books and numerous other publications, acting as a 
consultant to the Peace Corps and training Peace Corps volunteers, going on a lecture 
circuit, serving as a member of both the League for United Latin American Citizens 
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(LULAC) and later La Sociedad Folklorica de Santa Fe, and because she had undeniably 
affected a large number of people and played an important role in the history of the 
United States (Rudnick, 2012 and Scharff, 2003, 115-138).  She seemed like the kind of 
person I wanted to learn more about, and I thought that elementary students might be 
interested in her life and want to learn more about her too.   
I wanted to write the book in both English and Spanish for several reasons.  Since 
I have Spanish as my concentration, I wanted to do a project that involved Spanish.  In 
addition, since the United States is already home to a Hispanic population of over 4.4 
million, and the number of Hispanics in the United States is growing, I feel that it is 
important for teachers to have classroom resources in both Spanish and English for 
students who speak Spanish as their first language (MacDonald, 2004, p. 277).  I think it 
is important for Hispanic students to feel that their language and culture are represented in 
the school, and not just the language and culture of the Anglo majority.  As the size of a 
minority group within a society grows larger, the amount of racism in the society grows 
(MacDonald, 2004, p. 277).  This can be seen today in the increasing severity of broader 
restrictions between the United States and Mexico, and in the laws which target 
immigrants and members of minority groups, such as California’s Proposition 209 which 
eliminated affirmative action and Proposition 227 which eliminates bilingual education in 
public schools.  I believe it is important to combat this racism, and that in schools—
through teaching students about other cultures and about the important contributions 
which have been made by members of minority ethnic groups within the United States—
is one way to do this.  It was for this reason that I wanted to make a picture book about a 
Hispanic women who was important in the history of the United States, and who was 
currently not represented in children’s literature.  I decided to place the Spanish text first 
in the picture book (the only place where this is not done is one the spread covering pages 
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7 and 8, where the Spanish text was longer than the English text and there was not enough 
space of place it on page 7).  I had noticed that in many books with both Spanish and 
English text, the English text is placed first.  I feel that the placement of the text implies 
that the English language text is most important, and that the Spanish text is something 
secondary.  For this book, since Spanish was Fabiola’s first language, it seemed most 
appropriate for the Spanish text to come first.  (In actually writing the text I did write it 
first in English, but when it came to simplifying the text to an elementary reading level, I 
did this by translating the English text into Spanish and creating a simpler Spanish 
version, then translating it back into English to create the simplified English version.)   
Although I tried to use simple terms when possible throughout the book, there 
were occasions where I had to use words that I thought elementary school students would 
be unlikely to know.  To rectify this problem, I placed a glossary at the end of the book 
where these words and terms are defined.  The words I chose to put in the glossary are: 
Anglo-American (the terms “Hispanic” and “Native American” are more commonly used, 
so I did not think I needed to define them, but since this counterpart term is less often 
used, I thought it was worth defining), bulletin (although not a particularly rare term, it is 
not as common as “report,” “brochure,” or “pamphlet,” so I decided to give a brief 
definition just in case students had not encountered it before), colcha (since this is a term 
which has a special definition in New Mexico, I decided to list it for readers who are not 
familiar with it), Great Depression (although this is a topic which deserves far more 
attention than I was able to devote to it in this glossary, I thought it would be good to 
provide a brief description for readers who many not yet have learned about it), heritage 
(this is a word which is not commonly used in everyday conversation and its meaning 
cannot always be understood merely from context clues, so I thought it would be good to 
define it.  In the text, I use the “knowledge and traditions” meaning, but I included the 
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“objects” portion in the glossary as well to let the reader see how the word might be used 
in other contexts), homesteader (children who have read Laura Ingalls Wilder’s books 
will know what a homesteader is, but for those who have not, I thought it best to provide 
a definition), home economics (this term is becoming less common, just as are home 
economics classes themselves, but since the subject was important to Fabiola and formed 
the basis of her work as a home extension agent, I thought it was important for readers to 
understand what the term meant), home extension agent (although I describe the duties of 
agricultural extension agents and home extension agents in the first page of the text, I 
know this will be an unfamiliar term for most elementary school students, so I thought it 
worthwhile to define it again here), Lamb’s Quarters, pigweed, and purslane (although I 
show what these plants look like in the book and give their scientific names, I thought 
that readers might like to have a more detailed explanation of what these plant are, so I 
provided one in the glossary), Peace Corps (the Peace Corps is another topic which 
deserves more attention than I can devote to it in this book, but I wanted to provide a brief 
explanation of what it is and what it does for readers who may not be familiar with it), 
plastering (I put this in the gerund form because I wanted to make it clear that it was the 
verb==the act of applying plaster—that I was defining, rather than the material, although 
I doubt that most elementary school students would be familiar with either term), 
preservation (this is a word which can have multiple meanings, so for the glossary I 
decided to just provide the definition of the word as it is used in the book, rather than all 
possible definitions), rancher (although elementary school students are probably familiar 
with the term “farmer,” depending on which part of the country they live in, they may be 
less familiar with the term “rancher,” and since this was the occupation of Fabiola’s 
father, I thought it was worth defining), smallpox (since most children in the United 
States are vaccinated against such disease, they may never have heard of smallpox or 
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known anyone who had it, so I thought it would be good to provide a brief description of 
the disease to help readers understand what it was and why Fabiola’s grandmother was so 
anxious that everyone should be protected against it), streambed (I had not considered 
streambed an uncommon term, and in fact had chosen it as a more easily recognizable 
alternative to arroyo—a sort of seasonal stream common in New Mexico, which is 
normally just a dry streambed but which can fill quickly with water after a rain and 
become a high, fast-flowing stream—but it was pointed out to me that just because a 
word was familiar to me did not mean it would be familiar to everyone, so I decided to 
include a definition in the glossary), thresh (I knew this verb would be unfamiliar to most 
elementary school students, so I wanted to provide a definition.  Although I tried to define 
it in simple terms, I was unable to avoid the terms “flail” and “threshing machine,” which 
readers may have to look up in order to fully understand the definition), vaccine (although 
children commonly receive vaccines, they may not be familiar with the term—instead 
referring to it as “getting a shot”—or understand what a vaccine actually is and why it 
works, so I thought it best to provide a definition), and winnow (like “thresh,” this is a 
verb which I did not expect elementary school students to be familiar with, although, 
unlike “thresh,” I was able to provide a simple definition for “winnow”).  The Spanish 
version of the glossary is slightly different from the English version.  The Spanish 
glossary contains no definition for colcha because in the Spanish version of the text I 
make no distinction between the two definitions of colcha (I thought about doing so, since 
intellectually it made since to do so, but I found that in practice it made the text confusing 
to read, so I left it out).  I had great difficulty in finding Spanish equivalents for the words 
“Lamb’s Quarters” and “homesteaders,” and while Dr. Del Pliego eventually was able to 
provide me with a translation for “Lamb’s Quarters” (cenizo) which matched the meaning 
of the English term as I used it in the book, I was unable to find a direct Spanish 
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equivalent for the term “homesteader” as used in the text, so I had to settle for using 
“hacendado” and clarifying the meaning in the definition.   
I had a hard time coming up with a good title for this picture book.  I wanted to 
include Fabiola’s name so that it would be obvious that the book was about her, but I also 
wanted something that would be catchy or somehow descriptive of the theme of the book.  
Eventually, I settled on the title “Change and Tradition: the Story of Fabiola Cabeza de 
Baca,” because it incorporated one of the major themes of the work: the tension between 
change and tradition, and contained Fabiola’s name, and because I liked the way it 
sounded.  I had originally thought of making the cover illustration a head and shoulders 
portrait of Fabiola, since this was a biography and I wanted to establish a focus on her 
from the beginning, as well as provide readers with a clear idea of what she looked like, 
since in most of the illustrations she would be drawn smaller and farther away.  However, 
when I decided to make the illustrations for the first two pages portraits of Fabiola and 
W.L. Elser, I knew that I would have to do something different for the front cover.  In the 
end, I settled for something like a close-up full-body shot, showing Fabiola sitting in a 
chair.  Since I drew the chair, I debated whether I should also put in the rest of her 
surroundings—the room she was sitting in and the other furniture—but eventually 
decided just to place her on a colored background to focus attention more fully on 
Fabiola.  I colored her dress red to establish this as her recognizable color throughout the 
book, and made the background color blue to provide contrast.  At one point, I had 
considered reusing a picture of Fabiola from somewhere inside the book as the front 
cover picture, but I decided that it would be better to make the front cover an original 
illustration.   
 For the illustration for pages one and two of the book I had originally planned to 
depict Fabiola teaching her Spanish class, with Mr. Elser attending.  However, I was 
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unable to find any reference photographs which I could base such a picture off of.  I was 
able to find several photographs of Fabiola—including one with her and her students 
standing outside of the country schoolhouse where she worked during her first year of 
teaching—but none from this part of her career.  Also, my original text focused on Mr. 
Elser, with the first two spreads (four pages) being focused more on him and his interest 
in finding a Hispanic home demonstration agent, of discovering a potential one in Fabiola 
when he took her Spanish class, and him convincing her to take the job.  The original text 
read: “W. L. Elser had a problem.  Mr. Elser was the director of extension work for New 
Mexico.  He was in charge of all the agricultural agents and home extension agents.  The 
agricultural agents taught men better ways to grow crops and raise livestock, while the 
home extension agents taught the women about nutrition, food preservation, and food 
preparation.  Mr. Elser’s problem was that more than half of the people in New Mexico 
were Hispanic and spoke Spanish, but none of the extension agents were Hispanic and 
most of them only spoke English. (pages 1-2) Fabiola Cabeza de Baca had worked as a 
teacher in a school close to her father’s ranch and later in other schools in Santa Fe 
County.  Fabiola was interested in home economics and she was teaching Spanish classes 
in order to earn money so she could study home economics at New Mexico State 
University.  In 1929, Mr. Elser was a student in one of her Spanish classes, and he 
convinced her to accept a job as a home extension agent. (pages 3-4).”  However, I 
thought it seemed incongruous to start off by focusing on Mr. Elser and then to never 
mention him again.  I wanted to put Fabiola center-stage form the beginning, since the 
book was about her, but I also wanted to have some of the background information to 
establish why Fabiola being the first Hispanic home demonstration agent was important.  
Dr. Queen suggested that I start the story with Fabiola’s childhood and put this 
information in a brief introduction, but I felt that all the information important to the story 
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should be told in the same format, as part of the story.  I was afraid that setting some 
information off in an introduction or author’s note might make some children more likely 
to ship it.  In addition, since this was going to be a biography which focused on Fabiola’s 
work as a home-demonstration agent, rather than one which attempted to cover the events 
of her entire life, I wanted to start out with something that obviously set the stage for 
talking about the agricultural extension service.  In the end, I managed to reword and pare 
down four pages worth of text focused on Mr. Elser to two pages worth of text: one 
focused on Mr. Elser and why he wanted to find a Hispanic home demonstration agent, 
and one focused on Fabiola and why she was interested in becoming a home 
demonstration agent (because of her interest in home economics).  For the illustration, 
instead of doing a spread like I did with the other illustrations, I did mirrored portraits: a 
portrait of Mr. Elser on the page with the text that focused on him, and a portrait of 
Fabiola on the page with the text that focused on her.  I also felt that this was a good way 
to introduce readers visually to Fabiola at the beginning of the book, by showing her up 
close and by herself, rather than father away and in a picture with several other 
characters, like my original illustration idea.  I based the picture of Fabiola off a couple 
different photographs of her, one from when she was younger and one from when she was 
older than when the story takes place.  I had a difficult time finding a photograph of Mr. 
Elser to use as reference for the illustration of him, and I had almost given up and decided 
to just draw a man, when I stumbled across an article by the Greek fraternity which he 
had apparently belonged to, containing a brief biography—enough for me to determine 
that this was indeed the person I was looking for—and a photograph of him as a young 
man, so I was able to draw a portrait based off a photograph after all.  Although I 
included a glossary at the end of the book with many of the terms, I wanted to define 
“agricultural agent” and “home extension agent” in the text right away because these are 
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terms which are important throughout the book.  In some of the sources I used, I heard 
Fabiola’s job described as “home extension agent,” and in others as “home demonstration 
agent.”  Although these two terms are interchangeable, I chose to use “home extension 
agent” throughout my picture book to avoid confusion and to make the women’s title 
consistent with the men’s title of “agricultural extension agent.”   
Although the book focuses on Fabiola’s work as a home demonstration agent, 
rather than covering her life as a whole, I decided that it would be good to provide a bit of 
information about her childhood, in order to give the reader a more well-rounded image 
of her as a person, and also in order to establish some of the early people and experiences 
which shaped her values and which later had an effect on the ways she acted and 
interacted with others as a home extension agent: her value of both tradition and 
technology and her desire that they should compliment each other, and her value of and 
ability to interact with people from different cultural backgrounds.  Although a better 
choice of illustration for pages three and four might have been a picture of Fabiola 
gathering herbs with her grandmother, Fabiola’s grandmother convincing people to get 
vaccinated, or Fabiola’ interacting with Anglo homesteaders, based on the text, in this 
case I chose to create an illustration which did not simply reinforce the text but instead 
added additional information.  From my research on Fabiola, I learned that she relished 
the summers she spent on her father’s ranch, where she engaged in activities that her 
proper and lady-like grandmother would certainly never have approved of, including 
riding alongside her father and his men on her own pony while they rounded up cattle 
(Gilbert, 1994, p. 132 and 138).  Fabiola desired the respect of the men, and tried to 
provide herself capable of doing the same sorts of things that they did (Gilbert, 1994, p. 
127-133).  Thus, although I only hint at this information in the text by saying “Fabiola’s 
father was a cattle rancher, and Fabiola lived in the ‘Old Town’ neighborhood of Las 
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Vegas during the school year, and on the ranch during the summer,” I thought it was 
important enough that I tried to convey it by depicting Fabiola riding alongside her father 
herding cattle.   
For the illustration on pages five and six, I depicted a car from that time period 
driving along a road in an uninhabited stretch of New Mexican landscape.  I also drew an 
arroyo, currently full of water after a rain, running along near the road.  Another 
interesting thing which I only just mention in the book, but which well warrants further 
exploration through a lesson, is the advances in technology which occurred over the 
course of Fabiola’s life.  During her childhood, most people used horses or carts for 
transportation, and the construction of a railroad station could cause a small village to 
become a city almost overnight.  By the time she began her work as  home extension 
agent, the use of cars for transportation was slowly becoming more widespread, but it was 
still not popular enough in New Mexico for all of the necessary infrastructure—paved 
roads, bridges, etc.—to have been put in place.  I thought it was interesting that Fabiola 
went from having absolutely no interest in driving a car to realizing that it was necessary 
for her work.  I also thought it worth mentioning that the experience of driving a car in 
New Mexico in the early 1930s was very different from the experience most students 
have had with riding in cars today, with cars unable to travel faster than 35mph at most 
(students could find a modern-day comparison by noting that this is the speed limit within 
town limits unless otherwise posted).  This can also be a start for talking about why well-
maintained roads and bridges are important.  Looking at the illustration of the car, 
students could also discuss the changes in vehicle design over time, and the possible 
reasons behind these changes.   
I tried to present the information in the book in roughly chronological order to 
make the story flow better, but it may not be exactly chronological in all cases.  The book 
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really presents a series of facts or events related to Fabiola, each contained within its own 
two-page spread, rather than a single narrative story, but the way in which these facts and 
events are presented—in roughly chronological order and showing the relationships 
between them—is intended to make it read more like a story about Fabiola’s life than a 
set of disjointed facts.  Fabiola’s story is very much a story of cultural integrity vs. 
oppression.  This is a continual theme throughout New Mexico history, from the Spanish 
colonization and displacement of the Native Americans, replacing the Pueblo culture with 
their own and perhaps incorporating a few elements of it into their own (for example, 
drying techniques), to the Anglo settlers coming in and displacing the Hispanics and 
forcing Hispanics to adopt elements of Anglo culture in place of their own (for example, 
by making English the language used in schools or the government) (Gilbert, 1994 and 
Burgan, 2008).  This is something which—depending on their age—students might be 
asked to research and discuss in more detail, perhaps comparing and contrasting the 
Spanish displacement of the Native Americans with the Anglo displacement of the 
Hispanics, or looking at New Mexican Hispanic literature and discussing how Hispanic 
writers (including Fabiola) justified the Spanish displacement of the Native Americans 
while disparaging the Anglo displacement of the Hispanics.  Students could also discuss 
some of the reasons why the Hispanic communities might have been more receptive to a 
Hispanic home extension agent coming in and talking about change and new technology 
than they were to Anglo home extension agents talking about the same things.  Students 
could also discuss the ways in which Fabiola’s attitude of embracing both traditional 
practices and new knowledge and technologies, finding ways in which they could 
compliment each other, might have helped her in her work as a home extension agent.  
This could be extended into a discussion on service programs, where people go to other 
countries and dig wells or help with other projects, talking about the difference between a 
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handout and a hand-up and what makes one of those programs effective and truly helpful: 
when the volunteers act as a resource for the people they are helping, listening to what 
they people really want to do and need help with, and then helping out, but letting the 
community members be the leaders for the project, rather than when they come in and tell 
all of the community members what to do, following their own ideas and implementing 
their ow project based on their own ideas of what the people need and should have, 
without regard for the opinions of the people in the community whom the project will be 
impacting.   
For the illustration on pages seven and eight, I showed Fabiola giving a canning 
demonstration in the kitchen of someone’s home.  I showed a small group of women 
looking on, because the Hispanic women preferred to have the demonstrations given in 
small groups, and group of children looking on and a woman making tortillas, to show 
that this was in someone’s home.  In researching for this project, I thought it was 
interesting all the little cultural differences that the home extension agents had to take into 
account when they were working with Hispanic vs. Anglo clients.  For example, the 
Anglo women preferred agents to give demonstrations in public buildings, such as 
schools, while the Hispanic women preferred the demonstrations to be given in the 
homes, in small groups; also, agents in the Anglo communities often started clubs for 
children through the schools, while agents in Hispanic communities had to speak with the 
parents first, getting their approval and working with them to set up clubs for children 
(Jensen, 1986, p. 212-213).  In addition, the demonstrations for Anglo and Hispanic 
women had to be held separately, because the Hispanic women refused to come to a 
demonstration if they knew that Anglo women would also be present (Jensen, 1986, p. 
213).  Although I do not mention all of these details in the book, I felt that the theme of 
cultural differences and the tensions between maintaining cultural traditions and 
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embracing new technologies and practices was an important one in Fabiola’s story—
enough so that I even made the title about it—and I mention it many time, in reference to 
different events and situations, throughout the book.   
Although Fabiola was Hispanic, like many of her clients, and they trusted her 
more than they might have trusted an Anglo home extension agent, they still saw her as 
different from them because she was a home extension agent, and as such a propagator of 
different values and ways of living.  I felt that this was illustrated well through the story 
of a time a family invited Fabiola to dinner and served her different—and more “Anglo” 
or “modern”—food than what they were eating (Reed, 2005, p. 138).  Fabiola’s response: 
assuring the family that she enjoyed the same foods—and thus, shared the same cultural 
values—that they did, and adding that the foods they were eating were actually more 
nutritious than the foods they had given her—thus using her knowledge as an extension 
agent to validate traditional cultural practices—was illustrative of the way she acted 
throughout her career as a home extension agent.  Throughout her career, Fabiola tried to 
make the new ideas and technologies complimentary—rather than contradictory—to the 
traditional practices.  This incident also reflected her belief that a home extension agent 
should “be sympathetic with people she works with regardless of their background or 
extraction; she must respect their customs, their habits and beliefs” (Reed, 2005, 142).  
For the illustration, it was an obvious choice to show Fabiola sitting at the table with the 
family, with different food set in front of her than what everyone else was sharing.  I used 
a few different photographs of New Mexican families as a reference in drawing the 
picture.  From this picture, the reader can also see that the typical family size was rather 
large and might include extended family members.   
In the next spread, I elaborate on Fabiola’s use of her knowledge as a home 
extension agent, not only to teach people new things, but also to justify some of the thigs 
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they were already doing, giving the example of several foods which were common in the 
New Mexican Hispanic diet, which Fabiola defended using her knowledge of nutrition: 
chiles, beans, goat cheese, and whole grain cereals, as well as plants such as pigweed, 
lamb’s quarters, and purslane, which people from other cultures regarded as weeds, but 
which Fabiola defended as good sources of vitamin C.  For the illustration, I drew a plate 
containing beans, goat cheese, and chilies on one page, and the plants pigweed and lab’s 
quarters on the other page.  To tie the two pages together, I have the plant purslane 
starting on the page with the other plants and continuing onto the page with the plate, 
forming a border around it.  I have labels beside each plant giving the plant’s common 
name—mentioned in the text—as well as its scientific name.   
Another thing which I discovered in my research and wanted to mention in my 
book was the difference between the traditional gender roles in Anglo culture and how the 
work was actually divided up between men and women on the farm, especially in 
Hispanic and pueblo cultures.  Thus, the needs of clients and the programs and services 
being provided by the extension service did not always match up.  The agricultural agents 
worked only with the men, and taught them about new methods of raising crops and 
livestock, while the home extension agents worked only with the women, and taught them 
about sewing, food preparation, food preservation, and nutrition (Sullivan).  However, the 
women on farms often planted gardens, kept chickens, pigs, and cows or goats, threshed 
and winnowed wheat, and plastered their own homes (Jensen, 1986, 234-235).  Thus the 
farm women might have also benefitted from receiving the same sort of agricultural 
education that was given to the men.  Of the animal raising clubs organized by the 
Extension Service, only men and boys were allowed to join the rabbit, calf, and pig clubs, 
while women and girls were limited to the poultry club, even though they sometimes 
showed more interest in these clubs than the men did (Jensen, 1986, 215).  I also wanted 
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to talk about the way Fabiola worked to give her clients what they needed, recognizing 
that the actual roles which women and men performed on farms were different from the 
gender roles the extension service expected, and trying to work in and around the system 
to meet the actual needs of the people she worked with: coordinating her work with that 
of the agricultural agents in the community and finding ways that the things the women 
were doing could support the things the men were doing.  I thought that this was 
important to mention partly because it could lead to a class discussion about gender 
roles—how they differ between cultures and social classes, and how they have changed 
over time—and also because it illustrated one of the things that made Fabiola so 
successful as a home extension agent: she focused on the actual circumstances  and needs 
of her clients, and how these could best be met, rather than on some idea of how things 
should be or what she thought people needed or was best.  For the illustration, I wanted to 
show some of the various roles women played on the farm, and I tried to include as many 
of the different tasks mentioned in the text as I could.  My illustration shows women and 
girls feeding chickens, gardening, plastering the wall of a house, and tending goats, so the 
only tasks I am missing are threshing and winnowing wheat.  I also wanted to include this 
information to show how important women were both on the farm and in the community.  
I included girls of various ages in the picture as well as adult women, because I wanted to 
show that the whole family was involved in making the farm work, and that children 
played an important role as well through completing various chores, even if their 
importance was not always officially recognized.  I also wanted to include children 
throughout the book where I could because my target audience is upper elementary 
school students, and I wanted them to feel represented in the book—if not in the text, then 
at least in the illustrations.   
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On the next two pages, I really talk about a few different things about Fabiola—
the sorts of things she did and programs she worked on as a home extension agent, and 
the fact that she listened to the people in the communities where she worked to find out 
what they wanted and needed, and then worked to help them get those things and was 
respected because of it.  I wanted to combine these two thoughts onto a single spread 
because, while I thought that Fabiola’s practice of listening to what her clients wanted 
and then working to help them receive it—rather than following her own agenda—was 
worth mentioning, it was similar to things I had already mentioned on previous pages so I 
felt that it did not warrant a full two-page spread to itself.  I also wanted to mention the 
many things that Fabiola did while working as a home extension agent, some of which—
such as organizing women’s clubs and 4-H clubs and working on canning, sewing, 
gardening, poultry-raising, and home repair programs—were standard, and some of 
which—such as translating publications, writing her own bilingual publications, writing a 
weekly food column, and hosting radio program—went above and beyond the regular 
duties of a home extension agent (Reed, 2005, 145 and Scharff, 2003, 115-138).  Since 
both topics dealt with Fabiola going beyond what was required or expected in order to 
meet the needs of her clients, I felt that they could be combined and that this would allow 
me to more easily include both in the book.  For the illustration, I considered showing 
Fabiola holding her radio program, but I was unable to find enough reference photographs 
of people making radio broadcast, so I chose instead to show Fabiola speaking with 
members of the community.  The group Fabiola is speaking to consists mostly of women, 
since she would have been working mainly with the women, but also includes a couple of 
men since their opinions and ideas would also have been important in establishing the 
needs and desires of the community.  I also included children playing and women making 
soap, both to show the sorts of things which people did as part of their daily lives, and to 
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show that Fabiola tried to enhance the lives of her clients, rather than disrupt them, by 
meeting them where they were and working from there.   
Although I talk about how Fabiola used her knowledge as a home extension agent 
to justify some of her clients’ traditional practices, she did also bring changes to their 
lives.  On the next spread, I talk about how Fabiola introduced the process of canning to 
her clients and encouraged them to use it even though she knew that the Hispanic and 
Pueblo people had drying techniques which they had used successfully to preserve food 
for hundreds of years, which were well-adapted to the New Mexican climate, and which 
were still perfectly good methods of preserving food (Jensen, 1986, p. 203-206 and Reed, 
2005, p. 139).  However, Fabiola felt that canning was quicker and easier method of food 
preservation than the traditional drying techniques, and thus encouraged her clients to use 
canning instead.  In her typical way of wanting to make the new practices improve or 
compliment traditions, Fabiola said that people could still continue to eat the same foods 
but use this different method of preservation (Reed, 2005, p.139).  I suppose I wanted to 
justify this decision, so I included information about how the ability to can helped 
families in the communities where Fabiola worked by enabling them to quickly preserve 
the vegetables form their gardens and the meat from livestock they were unable to feed 
during the Great Depression (Jensen, 1986, p. 243).  While the women would have been 
able to preserve meat and vegetables using the traditional drying methods, canning 
enabled them to do this more quickly and efficiently, allowing them to salvage as much as 
possible form a bad situation.  For the illustration, I showed women working in a 
community cannery.  I show the various steps involved in canning green beans—de-
stringing the green beans, scooping them into glass jars or metal cans, and cooking them 
in a pressure cooker—and in canning meat—shaping the raw meat into balls, salting the 
meat, putting it into metal cans, and cooking it in a pressure cooker.  I show the women 
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working in a community cannery setting, rather than individually in their homes, partly in 
order to show that everyone in the community was affected by the Great Depression, and 
that they all benefitted from using canning techniques, and partly because canning 
equipment was expensive, so it was common for people in the community to pool their 
money and set up a community cannery, purchasing canning equipment which everyone 
in the community could use.   
So far, I have talked about Fabiola justifying traditional practices and replacing 
them with more efficient practices.  On the next spread, I talk about a way in which 
Fabiola used new technologies to compliment traditional practices, showing women that 
they could use sewing machines to creation traditional crafts such as colcha.  For the 
illustration I show a couple of women making quilts using sewing machines and several 
women decorating a quilt using hand-sewn colcha embroidery.  These are the three 
possible responses in the conflict between change and tradition: to cling to tradition and 
reject change, to adopt change and replace tradition, or to create a compromise between 
the changes and the traditional practices, and I wanted to show examples of Fabiola 
responding in each of these ways during her career as a home extension agent.  I also 
mention the example of Fabiola writing a bulletin about how to set a table and use 
utensils, but also including recipes for traditional dishes that her clients could eat from 
their properly set table with their utensils.  Finally, I give Fabiola’s definition of the job of 
a home extension agent: to bring people new ideas and technologies that could help them, 
while respecting their traditions (Reed, 2005, 139-143).     
On the next spread, I walk about Fabiola getting assigned to work with Pueblo 
communities.  This was significant because, as I mention in the text, Fabiola was the first 
home demonstration agent to work in the Pueblos, so this represented the first time this 
ethnic group was included in the services the home demonstration agents provided (and 
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thus represents an extension in the services being provided for non-Anglo ethnic groups 
by the agricultural extension service, of which the hiring of Spanish-speaking—and, with 
Fabiola, Hispanic—agents was also a part).  It was also significant in that it represented a 
change for Fabiola.  Previously, she had been a Hispanic agent working with Hispanic 
clients, and as such had been able to better gain her clients’ trust and approach them from 
a better understanding of their cultural values and traditional practices than an Anglo 
agent might have been.  However, by expanding her range to work with people in the 
Pueblo communities, she was now working with people of a different ethnic group, 
different cultural background, language, and traditions; an ethnic group which had been 
displaced and oppressed by the Spanish well before the coming of the Anglos to New 
Mexico (MacDonald, 2004, 7-19).  Finally, it is significant that—even though she was 
now dealing with people of a different ethnic group—Fabiola continued to try to 
approach her clients on their own terms, even learning two Native American languages, 
Tewa and Towa so that she could better communicate with her clients (Rudnick, 2012, p. 
73).  For the illustration, I drew a view of Taos Pueblo, since I knew that Fabiola had 
worked in Taos County and because I was able to find a wealth of reference photographs 
of this pueblo.  Although chronologically this spread should come before the spread about 
canning and the Great Depression, I included it here because I felt that the story flowed 
better this way, with a series of examples of the sorts of things Fabiola did as a home 
extension agent and then (starting with this spread and continuing through the rest of the 
book) a series of chronological events in her career.   
On the next spread, I talk about the incident where Fabiola’s car collided with a 
train, severely injuring her leg.  (None of the sources I consulted provided more details 
about this event, so I am not sure exactly how the collision occurred and whether Fabiola 
was driving the car at the time or merely a passenger—and who was driving, if she was 
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not.)  I thought this incident was important to mention for several reasons: first, because 
even during the two years she spent recovering from her accident—first trying to save her 
leg, and then having it amputated and replacing it with an artificial limb—Fabiola 
continued to be active in the extension service by writing bulletins on canning and meal 
preparation.  I felt that this demonstrated both Fabiola’s determination to do what she had 
set out to do and not let anything stand in the way of her achieving her goals, and her 
dedication to the agricultural extension service and to her clients, whose needs continued, 
even while she was recovering from an injury, and whom she was determined to help in 
any way she could.  Second, I thought this incident was important to mention because—
even after it was discovered that Fabiola’s leg could not be saved, and she had to have it 
replaced with an artificial one—Fabiola made the decision to go back to work as home 
extension agent.  This is yet another example of Fabiola going above and beyond the call 
of duty—or at least what most others saw as the call of duty—in her work as a home 
extension agent.  She had been seriously injured, and now had a wooden leg; she could no 
longer drive herself on her rounds to visit her clients; she had been out of the field for two 
years: under these circumstances, it would have been natural for Fabiola to retire from the 
agricultural extension service.  No one would have blamed her for doing so; in fact, it was 
probably expected that she would retire.  Yet instead, Fabiola hired a driver and continued 
work as a home demonstration agent for another 25 years.  It is amazing to think that, out 
of her 30-year career as a home agent, most of it came after her accident and that, if she 
had retired after that injury instead of continuing to work, Fabiola would have served for 
only three years in the agricultural extension service and had much less of an impact on 
New Mexico history.  Third, I thought this incident was important to note because of the 
way Fabiola’s clients responded in her absence.  Instead of being unsure what to do and 
falling into chaos or simply waiting for Fabiola to come back or for another home 
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demonstration agent to be assigned to them, and suspending the programs she had started 
until a home demonstration agent could come back and direct them, the women continued 
the programs Fabiola had started on their own.  I felt that this was important because it 
showed the self-reliance and resilience of the women in these communities, that they 
were both confident and capable enough to continue the programs on their own.  This 
incident also showed the value of Fabiola’s practice of a more community-led approach 
to implemented programs: asking the community members what they needed and wanted 
(what programs they wanted to start, what information or techniques they wanted to learn, 
what equipment they wanted to purchase) and then helping them to get those things, 
rather than just coming in and telling people what to do and how to do it.  Since the 
women of the community had been in charge of the programs from the beginning, it was 
not difficult for them to continue them even in Fabiola’s absence.  For the illustration, I 
chose to depict Fabiola lying in a hospital bed and writing on a clipboard, because Fabiola 
writing bulletins while recovering from her injury is one of the three notable points in this 
incident, the first one that I mention, and the easiest one to illustrate.  I had thought about 
doing an illustration of the community women continuing the programs in Fabiola’s 
absence but was unsure how to depict it.  In one source, I read that one side of Fabiola’s 
face was disfigured as a result of this incident as well as her leg being injured, but since I 
saw no evidence of this in photographs of her after the incident (of course, if her face was 
scarred, she may very well have taken care to turn her head so this was hidden from the 
camera) or any reference to this in other sources, I did not include it in my book, in either 
the text or illustrations.   
On the next spread, I sum up the rest of Fabiola’s career as a home demonstration 
agent.  While it may seem a bit strange to cover 25 years of history in just one spread, I 
have already mentioned a few of the important event which occurred during this time 
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(such as Fabiola being assigned to work in the pueblos, and learning Tewa and Towa to 
better communicate with her new clients, and canning helping the women during the 
Great depression) on previous pages, and I think that I described clearly enough the sorts 
of things that Fabiola did as a home extension agents and the way she went about her 
work for the reader to have an idea of what she did during this time, without having to go 
into too many more specifics.  I do mention some of the other milestone events that 
occurred during Fabiola’s career as a home demonstration agent: Fabiola becoming an 
“Agent at Large” for several Northern New Mexico counties, and Fabiola spending some 
time in Mexico teaching home economics and working as a home demonstration there.  
This spread is important because it shows Fabiola expanding her area of influence: first 
within New Mexico when she became an Agent at Large—reaching thousands of families 
across several counties, many in counties with no other home demonstration agents—and 
later beyond New Mexico when she traveled to Mexico, reaching not only Mexicans but 
also students from Central and South America.  This is a trend which started with 
Fabiola’s assignment to work in the Pueblo communities in the 1930s, and which 
continued even after her retirement (as is mentioned on the next spread).  The illustration 
for this spread is meant to depict Fabiola giving a canning demonstration to students in 
Mexico—although the drawing itself is non-specific enough that it could be interpreted as 
a depiction of Fabiola giving a demonstration nearly anywhere, I any of the New Mexico 
counties where she worked.     
The final spread contains three separate pieces of information: the two awards 
Fabiola received for her work as a home demonstration agent, some of the things she did 
after retiring, and the date of her death.  I wanted to mention the awards that Fabiola 
received because I wanted to show that the work she did as a home extension agent was 
valued not only by her clients but also by other home extension agents and by the 
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agricultural extension service: that the fact she went above and beyond was recognized 
and appreciated.  I mention some of the things Fabiola did after retiring from the 
agricultural extension service to show that—although her work as a home extension agent 
was the focus of this book—she contributed to New Mexico and the United States in 
other ways as well.  I wanted to show that Fabiola lived a very fully life, of which her 
work as a home extension agent was only a part—although certainly an important part—
and that she continued to be involved in numerous pursuits related to helping others and 
to preserving Hispanic cultural traditions, even after her retirement.  This represents a 
continuation of the trend of expanding her sphere of influence which had started when she 
was still a home extension agent, and which continued even after her retirement with her 
serving as a consultant for the Peace Corps and training Peace Corps volunteers, and with 
her going on a lecture circuit (Fabiola Cabeza de Baca Gilbert Papers, 2000).  Finally, I 
state the date of Fabiola’s death and her age when she died, effectively wrapping up the 
book while simultaneously noting yet another remarkable thing about Fabiola: the fact 
that she lived to be almost 100.  For me, this made Fabiola seem more of an immediate 
personality, rather than a remote historical figure: although she was born in the 19th 
century, and I chose to focus in my book on events in the 1930s through the 1950s, 
realizing that her death came less than 4 years before my birth made me realize that she 
had not been entirely a figure of a past era.  For the illustration, I had originally 
considered depicting Fabiola on the lecture circuit, and then considered showing her in La 
Sociedad Folklorica of Santa Fe, but since I was not able to find any photographs of 
Fabiola on the lecture circuit which I could use as reference, and since the only 
photograph which I was able to find of Fabiola from her time in La Sociedad Folklorica 
was a group photograph of several of the members (rather than anything showing her 
engaged in a specific activity with the society), I had to give up on both of those ideas and 
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decided instead to make the illustration a picture of her gravestone.  The town where 
Fabiola was buried, Newkirk, New Mexico, is now a ghost town, which is why the area 
around the gravestone is so sparse and overgrown (Melzer, 2007, 83 and Legends of 
America, 2003).  However, although it was not my first—or even my second—choice for 
an illustration, the gravestone seems a surprisingly fitting final illustration for the book, 
like a giant plaque saying “The End” at the end of the story.  Another thing which is 
interesting to note about this illustration is that Fabiola’s name appears on her gravestone 
as “Fabiola C. de Baca (Gilbert).”  The “Gilbert” in parentheses refers to her marriage 
and subsequent divorce to Carlos Gilbert, which I chose not to mention in the book 
because it did not seem particularly relevant to her work as a home extension agent.  I 
thought it was interesting that the “Cabeza” in “Cabeza de Baca” is abbreviated to “C,” 
almost as if it were a middle name rather than part of her surname.  As odd as this seemed 
to me, it is consistent with what I have seen in other sources, where Fabiola’s father is 
referred to as “Mr. De Baca,” rather than “Mr. Cabeza de Baca,” even though the whole 
name “Cabeza de Baca” was passed down and shared by all members of that family 
(Gilbert, 1994, p. 149).  The “Cabeza de Baca” in Fabiola’s name refers to “Cabeza de 
Vaca,” the famous conquistador, who was an ancestor of hers (Fajardo, 2015).   
Although I tried to mention some of the other things that Fabiola did in her life—such as 
serving as a consultant for the Peace Corps and going on a lecture circuit after her 
retirement—the main focus of the book was on her work as a home extension agent.  This 
meant that I barely mentioned her career as a school teacher and there are some parts of 
her life that I fail to mention at all: for example, I do not talk about her marriage to—and 
later divorce from—Carlos Gilbert, nor her involvement in LULAC, of which Carlos 
Gilbert was a member (Rudnick, 2012, p. 74).  In addition, I fail to mention the books 
which Fabiola wrote during her career as a home extension agent: Historic Cookery (a 
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cookbook published in 1931 and reissued in 1939), The Good Life (a book about the 
fictional Turrietta family, which contains recipes and information about cultural 
traditions, published in 1949), and We Fed Them Cactus (a historical book combined with 
a memoir, published in 1954) (Davis, 2000, p. 61-66).  Her book Historic Cookery was so 
popular that New Mexico Governor Thomas Mabry sent a copy of it to the governors of 
each state in the U.S., along with a bag of pinto beans (Reed, 2005, p. 123).  Some of the 
sources I consulted in my research on Fabiola focused mainly on her achievements as an 
author, discussing her career as a home extension agent only in relation to how it might 
have influenced her writing.  When I originally came up with the idea of writing a book 
about Fabiola, I had in mind a full biography.  I was fascinated with the idea of a women 
who had accomplished so much in her lifetime, and I wanted to introduce children to her 
and tell them about all the things she had done and the impact she had had.  However, the 
more I learned about Fabiola, the more I realized that there was no way that I would be 
able to talk about her whole life and all the things she had done in a single picture book.  
It would take a full book-length biography to adequately cover all of Fabiola’s life.  Since 
I was not interested in making such a long biography, I realized that if I wanted to write a 
picture book about Fabiola, I would have to pick one thing in her life that I wanted to 
focus on, and do a limited biography focused on that.  At first I considered focusing on 
her work as a teacher—especially since I am going to be a teacher—but I soon realized 
that the part of her life that really interested me—and where I felt that she had made a 
greater impact—was in her work as a home extension agent.  There were so many 
interesting themes in this to explore: the tension between tradition and scientific and 
technological advancement, the tensions between different cultures and ethnic groups, 
actual and expected gender roles, etc.  There were all the things that Fabiola has done 
while working as a home extension agent, there was the way that she saw her goal as a 
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home extension agent and her methods of pursuing that goal (some of which were 
different from how other home extension agents saw and went about things), there was 
the way other people perceived her, and there was the issue of language.  Within this one 
topic, there was so much to explore and talk about, and so I decided that it was this aspect 
of Fabiola’s life that I wanted to focus on in my picture book.  However, not only did my 
book not include all aspects of Fabiola’s life, it also does not deeply explore all of the 
themes related to the topic that it does focus on.  Again, although the richness of subject 
matter was what originally attracted me, the more I researched Fabiola’s work as a home 
extension agent and saw the themes that other authors investigated in relation to it, the 
more I realized that there was much more than I could go into depth with in a picture 
book, and I also recognized that some of these themes might not be appropriate for an 
elementary school audience.  In the end, I decided to make the major thematic focus of 
the book the tension between tradition and scientific and technological advancement.  
This is the theme which is reflected in the title, and I refer back to it throughout the book 
as I discuss the ways Fabiola defended tradition, instituted  change, and—most 
frequently—found ways in which the traditional practices and the new information and 
practices could be combined.  I thought this was an important theme because it has been 
one of the major tensions throughout history, because the way societies have responded to 
it has determined the shape of their development, and because it remains incredibly 
relevant today.  I also touch on the theme of tension between cultures, talking about the 
way the Hispanics distrusted the Anglo agents—felling that they were trying to convince 
the Hispanics to adopt Anglo cultural traditions at the expense of their own—the 
differences in the ways Anglo and Hispanic women wanted to do demonstrations and 
programs, and how Fabiola’s own Hispanic heritage helped her to work in the Hispanic 
community—both in understanding the culture and in gaining people’s trust, and about 
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Fabiola’s interactions with the Pueblo communities as well—both with her being the first 
home extension agent assigned to work in the pueblos, and with her learning Tewa and 
Towa to better communicate with her Pueblo clients.  However, there are other aspects of 
this theme which I do not explore in this book: the displacement of the pueblo people by 
the Spanish and the later displacement of the Hispanics by Anglo settlers, the adoption by 
the Hispanics of certain Pueblo cultural practices (drying food to preserve it) and Anglo 
cultural practices (quilting), or the tension within the Hispanic community between those 
who saw themselves as Mexican-American and those who stressed their Spanish ancestry 
(and the social class differences that accompanied these divisions).  Another theme which 
I touch on in the book is the difference between actual and expected gender roles, 
mentioning it in relation to the fact that New Mexican women (especially Hispanic and 
Pueblo women) often worked on the farm in much more expanded capacities than the 
agricultural extension service provided for, and that Fabiola tried to combat these 
limitations by coordinating her work with the women with the work the agricultural 
extension agents were doing with the men in the community.  However, I do not describe 
either the extend or the rigidity of the divisions between the services provided for men 
and those provided for women—something which many home extension agents, and even 
some agricultural extension agents, lamented—or the fact that due to this rigidity there 
was only so much Fabiola could do, even with her attempts to coordinate efforts (Jensen, 
1986, 215-221).  These are themes which—with older students at least—might be 
investigated further in lessons related to the book.   
I used a fair amount of artistic license in creating the illustrations for this book.  
Although I tried to be as historically accurate as possible, looking up historical 
photographs of the people, places, and events I wanted to depict, I often could not find a 
single photograph that met all of these criteria and so had to use multiple photographs in 
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combination, and in combination with my imagination, in order to draw the scene.  For 
example, although I found a number of photographs of community canneries, I was 
unable to find photographs of any community cannery in New Mexico, and was thus 
forced to base my illustration of the community cannery off of photographs of a 
community cannery in Jeffersontown, Kentucky.  I also depicted woman canning green 
beans and meat side by side, since I mentioned both in my text, but whether the canning 
of different foods actually occurred in this way, or if this practice would have been 
avoided to prevent possible cross-contamination, I do not know.  Likewise, in some 
illustrations I show women canning in glass canning jars, in others I show women 
canning in metal cans, and in this illustration I show women using both.  This is another 
result of using a variety of reference photographs.  Both methods were common during 
this time period, and I suppose it is feasible that in a community cannery women might 
bring in and use whatever they had—some using glass jars and others metal cans—but 
whether this was actually the practice, which method—glass jars or metal cans—was 
more popular in New Mexico at that time, and which method—glass jars, metal cans, or 
both—Fabiola herself used and taught clients to use in her canning demonstrations, I do 
not know.  Similarly, in the illustration where there are several women standing around a 
table and Fabiola is demonstrating the canning process, I drew on the table a variety of 
foods which could be canned—tomatoes, corn, squash, beets, and meat—although the 
women would probably not have been canning all of these types of food at once.   
I was unable to find a picture of the De Baca ranch, and so used a few different 
photographs of cattle ranching in Northern New Mexico, coupled with a picture of 
Fabiola’s father’s face gleaned from an ancestry website, and my own drawing of a man 
and small girl, to create an illustration of Fabiola riding alongside her father while he 
herded cattle.  Likewise, I was able to find only a few historical photographs of hospitals 
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or community clinics to use as the basis for the illustration of Fabiola writing bulletins 
while recovering from her injury, so this scene owes a bit to my imagination, both in the 
size and set-up of the room and in the colors: the mattress, sheets, floor, pillows, and wall 
were all probably white, but I added some different shades of color to distinguish them 
from each other and to make the illustration more visually appealing.  For the illustration 
of Fabiola performing a canning demonstration in the kitchen of a client’s home, I used 
photographs from several different canning demonstrations (in Story County, Iowa; 
Summerton, South Carolina; San Angelo, Texas; Flint River Farms, Georgia; Chippewa 
County, Wisconsin; Chamisal, New Mexico; San Angelo, Texas; and Itasca County, 
Minnesota), as well as photographs of a woman making tortillas in Taos Pueblo.  The 
kitchen area in the picture is therefore probably larger in size than what a New Mexican 
farmer’s wife of that time period would have had.   
I also ran into confusion with the term “colcha,” which I read in the context of 
Fabiola helping the women use sewing machines to do colcha.  “Colcha” is the Spanish 
word for quilt, and quilting is certainly something which can be done either by hand or 
with the help of a sewing machine.  However, quilting was primarily an Anglo tradition 
brought to New Mexico by the homesteaders, and although the Hispanic women 
eventually adopted it, I am not entirely sure that it could be called a “traditional craft” 
(Breneman, 2005).  In New Mexico, however, “colcha” can also mean a specific type of 
embroidery which was brought over from Spain and practiced as a traditional craft, and 
which was used to decorate blankets, tablecloths, and other of fabric.  The embroidery 
might be done just around the edges or in the center of the fabric, as a decoration and 
compliment to the fabric, and leaving large areas of the fabric unadorned, or it might be 
done so lavishly as to completely cover the fabric, leaving no sign of its original color 
(Gomez, 2011).  Although embroidery can be done using a sewing machine, I think that 
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colcha embroidery specifically must be done by hand; at least, from what I have read and 
seen about colcha embroidery, and people who still practice it today, this seems to be the 
case.  So, in my illustration, I chose to depict women doing both types of colcha: quilting 
(on the sewing machines) and embroidery by hand on the fabric of the sewn quilt.  The 
idea of a quilt decorated with colcha embroidery is based on the documented practice of 
using colcha to decorate blankets, and also on photographs I saw of various New Mexican 
quilts, some of which had pieced patterns (the practice brought over by the Anglos) and 
some of which seemed to be made up of large squares with each square containing an 
embroidered or sewn design.  The designs that I have on the quilt in the illustration are 
based partly on the designs I saw on such quilts and partly on traditional colcha designs, 
although colcha designs are traditionally much smaller and more finely detailed (Gomez, 
2011).  The depiction of a group of women all working together to embroider the same 
large piece of cloth is based on photographs I found of colcha clubs from this time period, 
while the depiction of only a couple of women working on sewing machines reflects how 
expensive sewing machines were at that time, so that—combined with the level of 
poverty in New Mexico at that time—a community might have to pool their money to 
purchase just a few sewing machines which could then be used by the whole community 
in much the same way as the community canneries (Jensen, 1986, 246-247).  In fact, 
some home demonstration agents did not start sewing clubs in the communities they 
visited because they found that their clients were unable to afford even the few pennies 
required to buy clothing patterns (Jensen, 1986, 246).   
 The illustration which I am most confident in is the illustration of Taos Pueblo.  I 
was able to find a large number of historical photographs of Taos Pueblo.  In addition, the 
people in Taos Pueblo continue to practice a traditional lifestyle today, so I was able to 
find and use a number of more recent photographs as reference for my illustration as well.  
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These recent photographs were especially helpful because they were in color, so I was 
able to see what shade to use for the ground and the adobe houses, and to catch details 
such as the blue-colored doors and window-frames.  Another illustration which I am 
confident in is the illustration of Fabiola’s gravestone, since I was able to find 
photographs of her actual gravestone to base it on, rather than trying to imagine what it 
might look like.   
 Another area where I used a great deal of artistic license was in applying color to 
my illustrations.  Since all of the historical reference photographs were black and white, I 
could get an idea of whether objects were light or dark in color, for the exact color of the 
object I either had to look at more recent photographs of the same thing—if I could find 
any—or make an educated guess.  For Fabiola’s father, for example, I found sources 
which said that he had fair skin, blue eyes, and red hair (Gilbert, 1994, p. 11 and 149).  
However, I could not find anything that mentioned Fabiola’s hair or eye color.  I could 
guess that she had relatively fair skin, based on what I had read about her family and what 
I could see from the photographs.  I could also tell from the photographs that she had 
some sort of dark hair—perhaps black or some shade or brown—and, since I knew that 
her father had red hair and at least one of her grandmothers had blond hair, I decided to 
make Fabiola’s hair light brown (Reed, 2005, 166).  For most of the other women in the 
book I also gave them various shades of light or brownish skin and brown or black hair.  I 
also decided to give Fabiola a red dress in every picture, to make her easier for readers to 
visually identify, although I doubt she was in the habit of always wearing a red dress.  I 
dressed the other women in the illustrations in various shades of blue, brown, and green 
to contrast with Fabiola’s red dress and make her easier to spot.  Likewise, although I 
colored the outside walls of houses a dusty brown shade for adobe, I often colored the 
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inside walls a shade of yellow to add more light to the illustrations and make them more 
visually appealing.   
 I feel that I learned a great deal through the process of completing this project.  
First, I learned about Fabiola Cabeza de Baca, someone who I had not heard of 
previously, but who I came to recognize as an important historical figure.  Through 
researching Fabiola, I also learned more about the New Mexico, the Agricultural 
Extension Service, and the history of contentious Hispanic-Anglo relations in the U.S. 
Southwest.  Another thing I learned is that the process of creating a picture book is more 
complicated than I had anticipated.  I learned that creating a biographical picture book 
involves a lot of research and planning, both for the text and the pictures.  The process of 
completing the illustrations involved planning what the illustrations would include, 
choosing reference photographs to use, deciding how to set up the two-page spread so 
that nothing important would be lost in the fold of the book, creating a detailed 
illustration based on my plans and the photographs, and deciding what colors to use.  I 
also learned that the importance of taking the text into consideration when designing the 
illustrations is important, because there were several pages where I failed to do this and 
then struggled to find a way to fit the text onto the page without covering up something 
important in the illustration.  I learned that there are many decisions which go into 
making the text for the book as well: choosing what information to include or leave out, 
what words and phrasing to use so that the intended audience will be able to understand 
it, when something can be reworded in simpler language and when the word needs to be 
kept but defined in a glossary, and whether to keep the same wording or alter it while 
maintaining the meaning when translating text from one language to another.  In addition, 
I had to decide what to make as the cover picture, what the title should be, and what to 
include in the back-cover summary.  Finally, I learned that creating a picture book takes a 
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great deal of time.  I originally started the project with the intention that I would finish it 
within one semester, but I eventually had to get an extension to complete it the next 
semester.  For the illustrations, it took between 8 and 10 hours to complete the pencil 
sketch for a two-page spread, 2 hours to trace it in pen, and 4 hours to color it.  The text 
also took a fair amount of time, because I went through five or six different drafts of it, 
deciding what I wanted to include, how to break up the pages, simplifying the text, and 
correcting the Spanish version.  Completing this project has helped me to gain more 
respect for Fabiola and her contributions to U.S. history, as well as for authors and 
illustrators who put the time and effort into creating quality books for children.  It has 
also made me realize that it is possible for me to take an active role in deciding what to 
teach my students and how to teach it, within the stated curriculum, and that if I feel that I 
need a material which does not currently exist, it is possible for me to create it myself.  
This knowledge and conviction is something that I will carry with me into my future as a 
teacher.   
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